Ref: IE70/R2
Gastro Line PLUS
Ventilated freezer 700 liters, 1 door GN
2/1, on wheels

Brand : DIAMOND

- Energy class: D (very important, "HEAVY DUTY" cabinets
certified in climate class 5 "40 ° C Temperature - 40% Humidity"
- Included: 3 grids GN 2/1 (530x650 mm).
- Refrigerant R290.
- Inner door with warming resistance.
- Depression valve, standard delivered.
- Delivered with 4 wheels, 2 with brakes.
- Manufactured in stainless steel, interior AISI 304, exterior AISI
441 (back in treated steel, gray), monocoque frame.
- Stainless steel rack and slides (anti-tilting), allowing to place the
grids as ones pleases.
- Stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and corners (without
roughness).
- Bottom fitted with a draining tap (high maintenance).
- Doors with ergonomic handle (no salient) and reversible
(predisposition for key lock), "snap-fit" closure by magnetic joint
(easy replacement without tools), hinge with stop at 100° and
closure of the doors with automatic return.
- Micro-switch device, allowing the ventilator's stop, while
opening the door.

·mm (BxDxH) :720x850h2070
·T° : -15° -25°
·kW : 0,63
·Volt : 230/1N 50Hz

- Upper panel for the accessibility of the compressor, on hinges,
easy inspection.
- Refrigerated group at "tampon", tropicalized, and ventilated
condenser.

·kg : 156

- Ventilated evaporator(s) Evaporator treated against salts and
food acids "coating", completely hidden (non visible).

·M³ : 1,49

- Refrigerant expansion by capillary.
- Electronic regulator (under waterproof closed box), control front
screen with blue LED.
- Intern lighting, with switch.
- Automatic defrosting of the evaporator, number of defrosting
programmed by factory (modifiable at will).
- Condenser's automatic evaporation.
- Polyurethane insulation without CFC (75 mm).
- The equipment is manufactured following the (CE) standards in
force.
PLUS - HIGH EFFICIENCY :
- Componenets in high efficiency and low energy comsumption.
- Polyurethane insulation without CFC (80 mm = super insulated),
less thermal dispersion, with energy saving in addition.
- Refrigerated group at "tampon",(in insulated box), tropicalized
(climatic class 5 "ambient T° +40°C - Humidity40%").
- Exceptional services thanks to the 2 evaporators (1400 liters),
allowing an uniform temperature (airflow 100% optimized),,
guaranteeing the good preserving of the products.
- Double runner slides (allowing grids and trays GN at the same
time!!).
- Easy work thanks to the hinges with stop at 100° and closure of
the doors with automatic recall.
- Electronic regulator (under closed waterproof box) with HACCP
functions.
- Standard delivered with 4 wheels, easy displacement for
cleaning and maintenance.

